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and notes how irregularitiesin the financialsector affect the operationof the real sector albeit with a lag.
Terzi examines the differences between technical analysis and the economists' view of the stock market
and concludes that marketsare a social process throughwhich informationis transmittedcontinuously,a
view held by both Keynes and Hayek, and not a system of mathematicalequations.Zajicek examines the
recent events in Polandwhere individualshave tried to move the economic system from a centrallyplanned
economy to a decentralizedmarketeconomy and concludes that many pitfalls exist.
At least two themes tie this collection of essays together. The first theme, that more attentionmust
be paid to the differentways by which key terms are defined, may be found in Sawyer'sessay. In contrast
to the classical economists who state that full employmentis the norm, Sawyer states that unemployment
is the norm for the decentralizedmarketeconomy. The "employmentnorm" for the decentralizedmarket
economy as seen by the classical economists and the Post Keynesianeconomists differ because these two
groups define employmentand unemploymentdifferently.As a result of this differenceagreementbetween
these two groups is very unlikely.
The second theme, that more attentionmust be given to history of the discipline of economics, may
be found in Darity's essay. After comparingthe key postulates of the new growth theory and the classical
theory of growth, Darity concludes that the only thing new about the new growth theory is its mode of
expression: mathematicshas taken the place of words. The study of the history of economic thought is
importantand should not be deleted from the curriculumis Darity's message.
As is the case with any collection of essays drawn from a group of conference papers a neat and
complete articulationwithin and between the topical areasis lacking;but, having said that, the editors must
be commended in forging the degree of articulatingthat does exist. An example of this articulationmay be
seen in the continuityof the essays by Minsky,Kregeland Cornford.Of the fourteenessays containedin this
volume, this reviewer recommendsBunting'sessay on the rate of saving, Shapiro'sessay on the principalagent problem, Darity'sessay on the new growththeory, Kregel'sessay on financialtransitions,and Terzi's
essay on stock marketoperationtheories. Each essay is short and to the point, contains importantinsights
into the issues which divide our discipline, and is a pleasureto read.
Tom Cate
NorthernKentuckyUniversity
Monetary Policy.
Edited by N. Gregory Mankiw.Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1994. Pp. ix, 352. $50.00.
This book representsan impressive collection of a wide range of empirical researchon monetary policy.
Monetaryauthoritieshave multipleobjectives which include, but are not limited to, stabilizingemployment
and prices and fostering economic growth.Their actions in attainingthese objectives have powerful impact
on the economy. The articles in this book provide new evidence on the timing, magnitude,and channels
of these actions.
The volume consists of nine papersby prominentacademiciansandpolicy makers.Each paper,except
one, is followed by a commentary.The papersaddressdiverse topics. It is sometimesobviousthatthe authors
do not always agree with one another.The extent of divergence and even sharp contradiction,especially
in interpretationand conclusion, is revealing. What binds these papers together is a belief that monetary
policy is importantand hence serious researchshould be conducted in order to improve its effectiveness.
An interestingquestion in monetary economics is the amountof informationcontained in monetary
aggregates and how a central bank might use that information.In the first paper in the volume, Martin
Feldstein and James Stock use a vector autoregressivemodel to derive an optimal M2 rule. They argue
that the Federal Reserve Bank could use M2 to reduce both the averageinflationrate and the volatility in
GDP growth. Using a batteryof tests for parameterstability,the authorsfind a stable relationshipbetween
nominal GDP and M2. In contrast,the link between nominal GDP and more narrowmonetaryaggregates
are found to be highly unstable.
Robert Hall and Gregory Mankiw argue that nominal income targetingis a reasonablygood rule for
the conduct of monetarypolicy. They comparethree types of nominal income targetsand suggest that the
consensus forecastof futurenominalincome could play a role in preventingthe centralbankfrom deviating
from its announcedtarget.They use the resultsfrom a simulationmodel to point out that one of the primary
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benefits of such a policy would be reduced volatility for the price level and the inflation rate. However,
whetherreal economic activity would also be less volatile is unclearfrom these results. Hall and Mankiw's
article leaves room for disagreement,and Kenneth West's commentarydoes a nice job of pointing out a
numberof problem areas.
In recent years, there have been numeroussuggestions by policy makersand academiciansthat variables, such as, commodityprices,exchangerates,andinterest-rateyield spreadscould be useful in conducting
monetary policy. Proponentsof using such indicatorsrefer to their improvedforecastingperformance.In
his paper, Michael Woodfordpoints out to the irrelevanceof reduced-formforecastingregressionin this
regardand argues that structuraleconometric models should be used for evaluatingvarious indicatorsof
monetary policy.
It is widely acceptedthat, in the long run, inflationis determinedprimarilyby monetarypolicy. However, the short-runbehaviorof prices is still a subjectof intense debate.The next threepapersin the volume
by Alan Blinder, LaurenceBall, and Michael Bryan and Stephen Cecchetti raises various issues relating
to the determinationof the price level. Blinderreports on a survey conducted with the help of a group of
graduatestudentsat Princeton.In this survey, firms are asked about their behavioras well as their opinion
aboutwhich particulartheoryof price adjustmentbest describestheirbehavior.An analysisof the responses
confirm the presence of sticky prices in the United States. When considering price changes, the survey
indicates that the firms are very concerned about coordinationissues.
The centralbank'seffort to reduce inflationoften results in high unemploymentand low output. The
cost of such a policy is often calculatedusing the sacrifice ratio: the ratio of the loss in outputto the reduction in inflation. Ball calculates the sacrifice ratio for sixty-five individualdisinflationepisodes in the
OECD countries. He finds that the ratio is usually smaller in more rapiddisinflations.It is also smallerin
countries with more flexible wage-setting institutions.
Policy makersandresearchershave long searchedfor the appropriatemeasureof inflationwhich would
help to distinguishshort-termnoise from long-termtrend.Bryanand Cecchettiaddressthis issue by considering alternativemeasuresof core inflation.Based on the resultsfrom a model of asymmetricsupplyshocks
with costly price adjustment,they suggest that the median rate of inflationprovide a superiormeasure of
core inflation.They find that, comparedto averageinflationas well as other measuresof core inflation,the
medianinflationis more correlatedwith lagged money growthand offers a betterforecastof futureinflation.
The papers by Anil Kashyapand Jeremy Stein and by Jeffrey Miron, ChristinaRomer, and David
Weil deal with the monetary transmissionmechanism. Specifically, they provide alternativeperspectives
on a recently debated channel of monetarypolicy-the reductionin bank lending that must accompanya
reductionin bank reserves-better known as the lending view of monetarypolicy. Accordingto this view,
when the central bank reduces reserves, it not only raises the interest rate on bonds, but also reduces the
supply of bank loans. Kashyapand Stein survey the recent literatureon the lending view, examining its
theoreticalfoundationas well as reviewing the empirical evidence.
Miron, Romer, and Weil examine how the importanceof the lending channel has evolved over time.
However, their study raises more questionsthanit answers.For instance,their results indicatethat the conventional indicatorsof the lending channel fail to predict the performanceof this channel duringboth the
pre- and post-Greatdepressionperiod.
In a recent paper, Christinaand David Romer have identified dates when the FED appearedto have
shifted their policy towardsreducingthe inflationrate. In the last paper in this volume, Matthew Shapiro
investigates the causes and effects of this decision. However, his results only indicate the obvious--the
FED's decision regardingdisinflationis influenced by the outlook for unemploymentas well as inflation.
Interestingly,Shapirofails to find any reductionin the inflationrate after the Romer dates. Permanentreduction in the inflation rate is evident only after the Volcker disinflation;while, the disinflationafter the
1973 oil crisis turns out to be temporary.
Those readerswho approachthis volume looking for a single, cohesive treatmentof monetarypolicy
will likely be disappointed.The nine selections in the book covers an enormousrangeof researchandtheory.
A dangerin such an endeavoris that the volume may end up scatteredand cumulativelyincoherent.Thanks
to a good editorialjob by GregoryMankiw,this doesn't happenas the selections are tied so stronglyto the
central theme of monetarypolicy, ensuringits effectiveness as a policy tool.
This volume, in many ways, raises and indeed explores many intriguingissues faced by the monetary
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policy makers.The contents of the volume leaves the readerpartiallysatisfied.This may be attributednot
to the limitationsof the book, but ratherto the dilemmas faced by the policy makers.Each article varies in
focus and results, but taken in its entirety,the collection is successful in inspiring some of the researchers
in this area to undertakefurtherwork on these importantand exciting topics.
The volume representsan importantcontributionto our understandingof monetarypolicy and should
appeal to a wide range of audiences well beyond the central bankers and academicians.It is a required
readingfor any serious studentof monetary policy and its role as a stabilizationtool.
Abdur R. Chowdhury
MarquetteUniversityand
Johns HopkinsUniversity
Capital and Wages: A Lakatosian History of the Wages Fund Doctrine.
By John Vint. London: EdwardElgar, 1994. Pp. x, 278. $67.95.
Episodes in the history of economic thoughtare sometimes subjectedto radicalevaluationsfrom those who
wish to analyze past theory and theoreticaldevelopmentsfrom historiographicand methodologicalperspectives. Much of what attemptsto pass as "analysis"revolves aroundthe "paradigmatic"approachof Thomas
Kuhn and the "methodologyof scientific researchprograms"(MSRP) of Imre Lakatos.Unfortunatelythe
applicationof this method has yielded little in the way of understandingthe natureof particularepisodes
in the analysis of the "progress"of economics. This book on the wages fund-one of the key theoretical
underpinningsof classical economics-and the "reasons"for Mill's ostensible "recantationof it" is only
one of the most recent in the genre. This comment is not meantto imply that Vint has not taken his subject
seriously,for he has. He seeks to apply the Lakatosian"theory"to the wages fund alone and not to the classical "paradigm"of which the wages fund theory was an inextricablepart.And in his workmanlike"review
of the troops" strewnthroughoutthe book Vint shows considerableattentionto detail. UnfortunatelyVint's
discussion is adrift in the sea of relativismthat is part and parcel of attemptsto apply such methodologies
to the development of economic theory. Vint's so-called discoveries simply do not standup to better and
more cogent alternativeexplanations.
The central problem is the following. Lakatosianconcepts, which Vint adopts, include a hard core
of theory (in this case wages fund theory), a protective belt (which, due to lack of empirical testing, are
factors which protectthe hardcore) and "monsters"-mainly questionsthat the theory cannotanswer.Unfortunately,identificationof the hard core, the protective belt or "monsters"is totally vacuous exercise
with equally vacuous results. It uses selective "facts" from history, selective historical interpretationand
(in this case) selective "rationalreconstruction"of classical wage theory as a research program [p. 29].
The exercise, in short, is subjectto severe selection bias (otherscenariosare reasonableand observationally
equivalent).More importantly,such an exercise contains far more bias than any theoreticalor empiricaltest
in modern economics. The method, in effect, substitutesanarchicalinterpretationfor motivationsbased on
self-interestedexplanationsfounded on factors (some of them technological) internalto the discipline. It
leads Vint [pp.29-30] to "arguethat the Classical economists were rational,in a Lakatosiansense, to subscribe to the wages fund doctrineand long run wage theory,despite the fact thatthese theories are regarded
as erroneousin terms of modern theory."Vint also argues that "Mill'srecantationwas rationaland so was
the decision not to abandonthe Classical wage theory research programmeuntil a potentially more progressive theory came along. All of this is powerful evidence for MHRP" [methodologyof historiographical
researchprogramsof Lakatos].
After much sweat and toil to make good on this promise, the method delivers little meaningand less
insight. Vint concludes that the classicals were rational (in a Lakatosiansense to be sure) to hold to the
wages fund idea. Further,he argues that Mill was rationalto give it up to the extent that he did, but that
he was also rationalto maintain it as theory (he did not abandonit in the final edition of the Principles).
Finally, we are all supposed to be rational(from a neoclassical perspective) to consider the wages fund an
"erroneousand false theory" [p. 249]. Unfortunately,on the path to these "conclusions,"logic and common
sense take a holiday.
Vint finds himself in numerouslogical pickles as a consequence of his method. He argues [p. 177]
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